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RSS is a family of XML file formats for web syndication used by (amongst other things) news websites and weblogs. The abbreviation is used to refer to the
following standards: The technology behind RSS allows you to subscribe to websites that have provided RSS feeds; these are typically sites that change or add
content regularly. To use this technology you need to set up some type of aggregation service. Think of this aggregation service as your personal mailbox. You then
have to subscribe to the sites that you want to get updates on. Unlike typical subscriptions to pulp-based newspapers and magazines, your RSS subscriptions are free,
but they typically only give you a line or two of each article or post along with a link to the full article or post. The RSS formats provide web content or summaries of
web content together with links to the full versions of the content, and other meta-data. This information is delivered as an XML file called RSS feed, webfeed, RSS
stream, or RSS channel. In addition to facilitating syndication, RSS allows a website's frequent readers to track updates on the site using a news aggregator. On web
pages, RSS feeds are typically linked to with an orange rectangle with the letters XML () or RSS (). Bagpipe Network RSS Feeds New Links Editors pick Popular
Links New Articles Articles - editors pick Popular articles BagpipeNews RSS Feeds Bagpipe News RSS Feeds Subscribe to the BagpipeNews.Com Daily Email
Subscribe to the Bagpipe News Digest Just go the the home of page of BagpipeNews.Com and enter your email address to subscribe to a daily email containing a
daily recap of all stories published on the BagpipeNews.Com. After joining you will have to confirm your subscription by checking your email.
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